Feasibility of Using EMG for Early Detection of the Facial Nerve During Robotic Direct Cochlear Access
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**Hypothesis:** Facial nerve monitoring can be used synchronous with a high-precision robotic tool as a functional warning to prevent a collision of the drill bit with the facial nerve during direct cochlear access (DCA).

**Background:** Minimally invasive direct cochlear access (DCA) aims to eliminate the need for a mastoidectomy by drilling a small tunnel through the facial recess to the cochlea with the aid of stereotactic tool guidance. Because the procedure is performed in a blind manner, structures such as the facial nerve are at risk. Neuromonitoring is a commonly used tool to help surgeons identify the facial nerve (FN) during routine surgical procedures in the mastoid. Recently, neuromonitoring technology was integrated into a commercially available drill system enabling real-time monitoring of the FN. The objective of this study was to determine if this drilling system could be used to warn of an impending collision with the FN during robot-assisted DCA.

**Materials and Methods:** The sheep was chosen as a suitable model for this study because of its similarity to the human ear anatomy. The same surgical workflow applicable to human patients was performed in the animal model. Bone screws, serving as reference fiducials, were placed in the skull near the ear canal. The sheep head was imaged using a computed tomographic scanner and segmentation of FN, mastoid, and other relevant structures as well as planning of drilling trajectories was carried out using a dedicated software tool. During the actual procedure, a surgical drill system was connected to a nerve monitor and guided by a custom-built robot system. As the planned trajectories were drilled, stimulation and EMG response signals were recorded. A postoperative analysis was achieved after each surgery to determine the actual drilled positions.

**Results:** Using the calibrated pose synchronized with the EMG signals, the precise relationship between distance to FN and EMG with 3 different stimulation intensities could be determined at 11 different locations drilled in 3 different subjects.

**Conclusion:** From the results, it was determined that the current implementation of the neuromonitoring system lacks sensitivity and repeatability necessary to be used as a warning device in robotic DCA. We hypothesize that this is primarily due to the stimulation pattern achieved using a noninsulated drill as a stimulating probe. Further work is necessary to determine whether specific changes to the design can improve the sensitivity and specificity. **Key Words:** Cochlear implant—Facial nerve—Mastoidectomy—Neuromonitor.

independent of the primary tracking system are required to detect possible system error and ensure most importantly the preservation of the facial nerve (FN).

Currently, electromyography (EMG) based neuromonitoring (NM) is commonly used to aid the surgeon in locating the FN during common otologic procedures (9–12). Although the use of FNM has been advocated by many, it is not universally applied, nor is there a consensus about its benefits in middle ear surgery (13,14). Despite this lack of agreement, it is accepted that FNM can help the surgeon to identify the FN in revision, malformation, cholesteatoma, and cochlear implantation cases (15,16). The recent integration of this monitoring technology into a surgical drill (Visao StimBur, Medtronic, USA) presents an opportunity for additional safety during DCA procedures. However, the sensitivity and specificity of FN detection by the integrated NM system must be established.

Previously, Bernardeschi et al. (17) attempted to determine a correlation between distance to the FN and stimulation intensity during a translabyrinthine approach for vestibular schwannoma removal. Measurements were obtained by stopping the milling process at the first warning from the NM system and subsequent visual inspection of the remaining fallopian canal wall bone thickness in postoperative CT images. In that study, the authors were able to show that the drill-integrated NM system elicited an EMG response with a remaining bone thickness of 0 to 2.8 mm using a 1.0-mA stimulation current. To our knowledge, this represents the only study to date where an estimate of the distance to the facial nerve was obtained using a drill-integrated NM system.

Within this work, we present an integration of the StimBur (Medtronic, USA) NM device with a previously described imaged-guided surgical robot, which was recently shown to have a drilling accuracy of 0.15 ± 0.08 mm (18). In contrast to the open cavity created in traditional procedures in the mastoid, the minimally invasive robotic approach results in a significantly different electrical scenario (tunnel drilling versus cavity milling). Furthermore, the robot system can provide a more precise estimate of the tool-tip position relative to the anatomy, thus providing a better measure of the distance/stimulation relationship. If a repeatable correlation exists, this could be used to provide an early warning of FN collision during DCA. The feasibility of the approach was evaluated in an animal experiment where several tunnels were drilled at differing distances from the FN using the surgical robot system.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Robotic Surgical Navigation System

The robotic surgical navigation system was developed specifically for surgical interventions on the lateral skull base with a focus on cochlear implantation (19). The main component of the system is a light-weight robot arm, which can be easily mounted on the side rails of a standard OR table. The size and configuration of this arm allow it to move tools (surgical drill) in and out of the surgical zone as needed, whereas the base remains stationary on the side rail mount. The system also includes custom interactive planning (OtoPlan) and navigation (OtoNav) software modules. The planning module uses 3D diagnostic image data to accurately locate (segment) important anatomic structures (facial nerve, external auditory canal, cochlea, etc.). Using these segmented structures, a safe and effective drill trajectory is then defined. This plan is accurately referenced by the robot system by matching bone anchored screw locations in the physical or patient space with the same points in the image space as is reported in (20). Accurate reproduction of this plan is enabled through precise robotic positioning and accurate referencing of the tool location relative to the patient using a high-accuracy optical tracking system (CamBar B1, Axios GmbH, Germany).

NM Integration and Setup

An otologic drill (Visao, Medtronic, USA) with integrated facial nerve monitoring attachment (StimBur, Medtronic, USA) was fixed to the robot end effector through a special adapter. An optical tracking reference was also attached and calibrated relative to the drill axis. The other main components of the NM system include the power control unit (IPC, Medtronic, USA) and the stimulation and monitoring unit (NIM 3.0, Medtronic, USA). A data interface (DAQ-NI 6215, National Instruments, USA) between the stimulation monitor and the navigation system was also implemented to enable exchange of stimulation/feedback signals as well as the setting of stimulation intensity during a given test. An overview of these components as configured in the OR is shown graphically in Figure 1.

The NIM 3.0 was set with the following parameters. The stimulation pulse-width and frequency was set to 100 µs and 4 Hz, respectively. EMG signals were recorded in 2 channels continuously. Synchronization with the electrical stimulus events was performed to enable proper identification of electrically elicited EMG responses. The stimulation period was divided into 3 subsegments. Segment 1 (3.1 ms) was defined as the rejection period wherein the stimulation artifact is removed. Segment 2, starting at 3.1 ms and ending at 50 ms, was used as a sampling window for electrically elicited responses. EMG signals arising during the final 200 ms (Segment 3) were attributed to other stimuli such as mechanical trauma or high temperatures.

Using the input from the data interface, the stimulation intensity can be automatically modulated by the navigation software. Using this method, stimulation current was increased from 1.5 to 2.5 mA (0.5-mA increment) and back again within a period of 1 second during the drilling phase. analogue EMG signals from the NIM 3.0 were digitized with a 16-bit resolution and a 40 ksamples·s⁻¹ sampling rate with no additional analogue filtering. EMG signals were recorded synchronously with the tool position relative to the planned trajectories (correspondence achieved through registration process).

Animal Model

Sheep was chosen as an appropriate model because of the similarities between the middle and inner ear anatomy with humans. Additionally, the sheep ear has been described as an appropriate model for otorologic surgery and training (21). Morphometric studies of the middle and inner ear revealed that the ear structures are generally similar in sheep, but two-thirds the size of those in humans (22). The main differences identified were the presence of an air-filled bulla tympanica and the absence of air cells in the mastoid in sheep (23).

Four surgeries on sheep were conducted with approval of the local institutional review board (Bernese cantonal animal...
commission, approval number 56/12). Animals were first desensitized with 0.1 mg/kg diazepam and 0.1 mg/kg butorphanol administered intravenously. General anesthesia was induced with an intravenous injection of thiopental 2.5%. Endotracheal intubation was performed whereby the anesthetic state was maintained by isoflurane in 100% oxygen. Ringers lactate solution was administered at a rate of 10 ml/kg per hour. Standard anesthesia monitoring included the following: ECG, pulse oximetry, capnography, inspiratory and expiratory inhalant anesthetic concentrations, and invasive blood pressure. To ensure normal facial nerve activity, no neuromuscular blockade was used in the anesthetic protocol.

Imaging and Planning
After anesthetic induction, surgical access to the mastoid region was gained by excising the temporalis muscle. Next, 4 small \( \varnothing 1.5 \times 3 \) mm titanium screws (M-5220.03, Medartis, Switzerland) were implanted near the auditory canal for later referencing of the physical and image spaces. Subsequently, the subject head was imaged with a \( 0.75 \times 0.5 \times 0.5 \) mm\(^3\) voxel size using a 16-slice CT scanner (Brilliance, Philips AG). Planning of the procedure was performed using a custom software tool (24). First, the positions of the 4 implanted screws are found using a model-based matching method (20). Segmentation of the facial nerve is achieved in 2 steps: the user draws the centerline of the nerve by clicking points on the CT slices (Fig. 2); a panoramic view of the nerve is reconstructed by unwrapping the previously defined centerline, where boundaries of the nerve are segmented manually. Special attention was taken to oversegment the nerve rather than undersegment it. Per animal, 3 groups of parallel trajectories were defined passing the facial nerve with distances of 1.0, 0.5, and 0.0 mm. Finally, the plan including fiducial screw positions, facial nerve representation, and trajectory parameters are exported to be used intraoperatively by the robotic system.

FN Monitoring During Drilling
Each subject was immobilized on the OR table using an invasive pin-type head clamp. The robot system was mounted so that its end-effector could reach the intended drill position. An optical tracking reference was fixed on the mastoid bone within the workspace of the 3D optical tracking system. Two subdermal bipolar EMG electrodes were inserted into the Orbicularis Oris, and Orbicularis Oculi or Auricularis muscles. Electrodes for stimulation-return and EMG ground were placed at the base of the neck (Subjects 1 and 2) or centrally along the nasal bone (Subjects 3 and 4).

To begin the drilling phase, the temporal bone region was rigidly registered with the preoperative plan. The tunnel to the cochlea was then drilled in 2 phases by the robot system. In Phase 1, a shallow centering hole was created in the mastoid surface using a short spiral drill (\( \varnothing 2 \) mm). In the second phase, a stainless-steel spiral drill (\( \varnothing 1.6 \times 35 \) mm length, 60-16035, Stryker, Switzerland) with the shaft modified to be compatible with the Medtronic hand piece was used to drill the remaining tunnel with a speed of 5,000 rpm and feed forward rate of 0.25 mms\(^{-1}\). These parameters were chosen to minimize the production of heat in the tissue, which may elicit a nerve response. Although specific temperature measurements were not performed, the drill was continuously irrigated, thus reducing the likelihood of nerve stimulation because of thermal effects. During this phase, the stimulation current pattern was swept among 3 different intensities as previously described. Peak EMG signals were extracted and plotted relative to the drill position in the navigation software (Fig. 3). The procedure was repeated for each planned trajectory, and the animal was euthanatized after completion of the experiment.

Postoperative Analysis
The actual positions of each drilled trajectory were used in the postoperative correlation of distance to FN and EMG response.

FIG. 1. Overall experimental setup consisting of the animal, electrodes, and system setup.
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This was accomplished by inserting 1.6 mm titanium wires in each tunnel (for increased contrast) before scanning the mastoid region using cone beam computed tomography (ProMax 3D Max, Planmeca, Finland) with an isometric voxel size of 0.15 mm³. Subsequently, corresponding preoperative and postoperative image data sets were coregistered using a mutual information algorithm in the commercial software Amira (Visage Imaging, Germany), as seen in Figure 4. This effectively transforms the postoperative data into the preoperative coordinate system for further comparison with the preoperative plan. The centerline of each titanium wire (representing the drilled hole) was determined in 2 steps. Voxel intensities higher than 2500 HU were segmented in the image data using region growing and manual segmentation where necessary. The centerline (DCL) of each drilled hole was then calculated as the axis of the selected voxels using linear principle component analysis (Matlab, MathWorks, USA).

The recorded EMG signals were preprocessed using a median filter (medfilt1, Matlab, USA) to remove unwanted spikes above 2 KHz. The spikes were identified to be periodic interference coming from the active optical markers of the robot system. The filter was set with a 0.5-ms running window. After removing the spikes, the EMG data were visually inspected to verify that the physiologic responses were not distorted by the filter.

FIG. 2. The facial nerve boundaries are defined in a panoramic view reconstructed along the preselected nerve centerline (left). Thereafter, 3 groups of 3 trajectories with lateral distance to the surface of the facial nerve of 1, 0.5, and 0 mm were planned (top right). A 3D view of the fiducial screws, mastoid bone, facial nerve, and planned trajectories is shown in the final plan (bottom right).

FIG. 3. A, 3D view with the drill bit pose relative to the fiducial screws and the nerve (yellow) at the end of a drilled trajectory (Subject 4). B, The drill position (green line) is plotted relative to the centerline of the facial nerve in a 2D slice of the mastoid aligned with the drill trajectory. C, The extracted EMG peaks (response) from each channel as displayed during the drilling phase (bottom right corner). In this case, a sharp increase in peak EMG was observed during impact of the drill with the nerve.
The drill tip position relative to the EMG signal in the temporal domain was calibrated by finding the exact time point when the axial drilling force exceeded 1 N, indicating contact was made with the temporal bone surface. Finally, the recorded EMG signals were mapped to a position along the drill trajectory using the calibrated robot position data. A stimulus response (SR) was defined as an increase in the EMG peak value above a threshold 5 times the accumulated mean value of the signal. This value was chosen retrospectively as it was empirically observed that it corresponds to a detection of the nerve at distances between 0 and 3 mm for most of the analyzed cases. In practice, this results in an absolute threshold of 20 to 40 μV.

For further analysis, a coordinate system was defined using the drill centerline (DCL) and the lateral distance (LD) from the DCL to the FN center (FNc), as seen in Figure 5. The origin of the local coordinate system (O) is defined as the intersection of DCL and LD. Two different distances between the FN and the drill bit were defined. The axial distance (AD) is defined as the drill position relative to the local origin O. Closest distance (CD) was defined as the shortest distance between drill bit and FN surfaces for each point along DCL. This terminology is summarized in Table 1. The stimulus response and the closest distance from the drill bit to the FN are analyzed using the defined coordinate system.

**Special Case**

In 1 animal, the response achieved with the drill system was compared with the response with a normal monopolar probe in 3 trajectories planned to pass through the FN. This was performed by stopping the robot 0.5 mm before the drill made contact with the fallopian canal. Thereafter, the drill was removed, and a monopolar probe (8225101, Medtronic, USA) was manually inserted to the end of the tunnel and EMG recordings were made. Following this intermediate step, the trajectories were drilled to the final depth as in all other cases.

**RESULTS**

To our knowledge, this work represents the first time a stereotactic system combining a high-precision image-guided
A robotic tool and an intraoperative continuous NM system was used to measure EMG responses and correlate them with distances from the drill bit to the facial nerve as the drill bit was advancing through the mastoid bone. Using the described workflow, these measurements were performed in 4 animals resulting in 27 drilled trajectories. Some of the attempts had to be discarded from further analysis because of technical malfunctions. Subject 2 (6 trajectories) was discarded because of poor placement of the stimulation return and EMG ground electrodes during the experiment, which resulted in a high level of noise (common mode and base line artifacts) in the EMG signals. The base of the neck was concluded to be nonideal for the location of these electrodes because of the presence of fatty tissue and difficulty in finding a robust placement. Furthermore, in Subject 3, the postoperative analysis revealed that each of the 9 trajectories was shifted laterally with respect to the FN. Effectively, only 3 of the 9 drilled holes were within the originally planned lateral offset of 0 to 1 mm relative to the FN. The unusually large error in this subject was determined to be the result of an imaging artifact, perhaps caused by movement of the animal during the scan. In Subject 4, after observing no EMG response in the first 4 attempts, the electrode placement was changed from orbicularis oculi to the auricularis muscle as a stronger response was observed in this area. Thus, the first 4 attempts from this subject were excluded from the analysis. Finally, 11 of the original 27 drilling attempts, corresponding to 3 different subjects, were available for further analysis. The lateral, axial, and closest distances are recorded at the first stimulus response for each attempt in Table 2.

Although some EMG signals were detected in the final 200-ms window (Segment 3), these EMG events were accompanied by a response within Segment 2 (most likely electrically evoked). For simplicity, only the responses in Segment 2 (first 50-ms window) were reported in Table 2.

### Evaluation of CD at Different Stimulus Intensities

As described previously, stimulation intensities of 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 mA were used in each of the drilling attempts. A scatter plot of the closest distance at first EMG response for each of these stimulation intensities is shown in Figure 6. The 1.5-mA intensity was not sufficient to elicit an EMG response except in 2 cases, in which the drill bit had already collided with the segmented boundary of the nerve (CD = 0). Conversely, the 2.0- and the 2.5-mA intensities were more reliable in terms of eliciting an EMG response before contact with the nerve as indicated by CD greater than 0 (Fig. 6).

### Correlation of Stimulus Response to Distance

In each panel of Figure 7, EMG response (solid blue line) and closest distance to the FN (dashed black line, CDi) are plotted as a function of axial distance (AD). Additionally, a representation of the FN (yellow circle) with the appropriate LD and the drill bit position (gray polygon) at first stimulus response (SR) is depicted. The attempts from each subject with the largest and smallest lateral distances are shown in the left and right columns, respectively. Of the 3 different stimulation currents and the 2 available channels, the signal with the earliest response is plotted. In Panel 1, the closest distance (CD) at first SR is indicated with a line from the surface of the drill bit to the segmented boundary of the fallopian canal (FN boundary). The intersection between the LD and the DCL is depicted as the origin of the coordinate system.

### TABLE 1. Briefing of the terminology used to define the electromyography mapping geometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCL</td>
<td>Calibrated drill centerline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNc</td>
<td>Facial nerve center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD</td>
<td>Lateral distance from DCL to FNc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Origin: Intersection of DCL and LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rFN</td>
<td>Radius of facial nerve in plane LD ± DCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rDrill</td>
<td>Radius of drill bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDi</td>
<td>Closest distance from the drill bit surface to the FN surface (3D measurement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADi</td>
<td>Axial distance from drill tip to the origin of the local coordinate system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 2. Compilation of the distances at first stimulus response for the 11 selected electromyography data sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Trajectory</th>
<th>LD [mm]</th>
<th>AD at SR [mm]</th>
<th>CD at first SR [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 mA</td>
<td>2.0 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CH 1</td>
<td>CH 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NA indicates not applicable; NR, no response.
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The closest distance (CD) where the first stimulation response was measured for the 3 applied stimulation intensities is represented (11 drilled trajectories, 3 stimulation intensities and 2 channels per attempt). These results indicate that the 1.5-mA level is insufficient to elicit early warnings when approaching the FN. Conversely, the 2.5-mA level tended to be more reliable in terms of an early warning. Cases with no response are indicated as NR.

Special Case

No EMG response was measured using the stimulating drill in each of the 3 trajectories stopped 0.5 mm before reaching the FN (Trajectories 9–11). In contrast, signals between 75 and 85 μV were recorded with the normal monopolar probe inserted to the end of the drilled tunnel.

DISCUSSION

For the first time, to our knowledge, a neuromonitoring (NM) enabled drill has been integrated with an image-guided surgical robot for DCA surgery and tested in a live animal study. Furthermore, a method to map EMG responses to distances from the drilling tool to the facial nerve was proposed and evaluated in 4 subjects.

Several limitations became apparent during the course of the study. First, the distance measurements to the FN are all based on image data where an idealized nerve is represented by a segmentation of the fallopian canal. Thus, the actual position of the FN is uncertain because of errors in the segmentation itself and the fact that the exact location of the nerve within this canal is also not completely known. The uncertainty of the nerve position can be addressed 2 fold. First, a more accurate representation of the fallopian canal through more precise segmentation will enable a more accurate model of the facial nerve. Furthermore, a micro-scale analysis of the nerve within the fallopian canal using micro-CT or histologic measurements could further refine the morphologic model of the nerve.

A second limitation of this work is the lack of a verification of the effectiveness of the electrode placement. This problem was made evident in Subject 4 where a repositioning of the electrodes resulted in a greatly improved EMG signal-to-noise ratio. A second method of stimulating muscle activity (next to NM integrated drill) would be beneficial in terms of assessing proper EMG electrode placement. This could be accomplished with a baseline stimulation through a needle electrode in the vicinity of the superficial branch of the FN innervating the orbicularis oris and could serve as a positive control ensuring effective EMG electrode placement. An additional electrode placed in the auricularis could be beneficial in the sheep model (in contrast to the human) as a strong signal was noted in this muscle during several experiments.

Although an anesthetic protocol designed to retain muscle activity was followed, an objective measurement of the actual anesthetic depth was not performed. The results of the special case, however, suggest that current shunting from the sides of the drill lead to poor sensitivity rather than a lack of muscle activity caused by the anesthetic depth. This statement is supported by the ability of the monopolar probe to elicit a response, whereas the stimulating drill did not. The main difference between the 2 tools is the presence of an insulating layer up to the tip of the monopolar probe and no insulation on the drill. The extent of irrigation and presence of fluid within the cavity can also have a detrimental effect. Kartush et al. (25) showed that the presence of liquids like cerebral spinal fluid could shunt current away from nerves. It was shown that this effect could be largely diminished by using electrodes insulated flush with the tip.

Initial test results indicate that reliable detection of the facial nerve is not possible using the current system. In fact, the analysis of the effect of lateral distance shows that a drill path heading directly toward the FN is less likely to elicit an early response than a more lateral path. These results contrast previously published findings where the same NM enabled drill system was used to detect the FN during schwannoma removal (17). In that work, the FN was detected before penetration of the fallopian canal.
FIG. 7. Per subject, 2 different plots are depicted: the trajectory with the largest lateral distance (LD; left) and the attempt with the shortest LD (right). In each panel, the drill bit (gray polygon), the facial nerve boundary (yellow circle), the closest distance as a function of axial distance (CD, black dashed line), the EMG peak signal (solid blue line), and the drill center line (DCL, black dot-dash line) are represented at the position of first stimulus response. In Panel 1, the closest distance at first stimulus response (CD_{SR}) and LD are explicitly depicted for clarity.
Early responses are classified as a stimulus response elicited before the minimum closest distance (CDmin) is reached. Accordingly, detected EMG signals achieved after CDmin is reached were classified as late responses. A point representing the LD for each case is plotted according to this classification. The mean and standard deviation of the data are also depicted (error bars). The data show that cases with larger LDs tended to elicit an EMG response earlier than those with shorter LDs.

In 13 of 15 cases. There are, however, fundamental differences in the 2 methods. Bernardeschi et al. used a stimulating bur to mill out an open cavity in the mastoid bone with only a small portion of the bur in contact with the bone at any given time. This scenario mimics a monopolar probe wherein the shaft is insulated from the surrounding tissue, and only the tip may conduct the stimulus current (resulting in a controlled stimulation pattern).

In our approach, an uncoated stainless steel drill bit was used to create a small tunnel (Ø 1.6 mm). Thus, the stimulation current could “leak” into the tissue along the entire length of the drill bit. This effect reduces the current density at the tip of the drill bit compared with the bur described previously. We believe that this altered stimulation pattern is the main cause of the observation that drill paths passing safely by the nerve seemed to be more likely to trigger an EMG response than those paths wherein a collision occurred. This hypothesis is corroborated by the fact that higher stimulation intensities (2.0–2.5 mA) were necessary to elicit a response in comparison with normal clinical use (0.8–1.2 mA).

The original objective of the work was to determine the feasibility of using the drill integrated NM system to predict the proximity of the FN relative to the drill tip during robotic DCA. However, because of the deficiencies described previously, the detection of the FN (using the reported configuration) is not sensitive nor specific enough to be used as a warning for the surgeon during the robot-assisted procedure. The significantly different electrical stimulation pattern resulting from a noninsulated drill shaft within a tunnel means that the results of this study cannot be directly compared with results in an open mastoidectomy setting. To overcome this limitation, a more focused stimulation pattern must be realized. This can be accomplished with a drill designed specifically for this purpose, providing a conductive path only at desired locations. Investigations on such a tool are underway and will be tested in a future animal study. Finally, the results also indicate that more sophisticated patient-specific modeling of the electrical field may be necessary to improve the prediction of the distance from the tool tip to the FN.
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